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ALERT! ALERT! ALERT!           

                                                

This month’s meeting will be on Thursday 25 , at 7:00 PM, at Western Sizzlin on 16  Ave. in Laurel.  Our speakerth th

this month will hopefully be Miss Kim Holifield that teaches at Heidelberg Academy. Her topic is “The Rhetoric Prior

to the War.”  This is from a paper that she wrote while in college.  She attended William Cary University and USM. 

Now, the last name is Holifield, however, she descends from the smart portion of the Holifield family in Jones

County.  Her daddy is Dr. Larry Holifield who works at Immediate Care on 16  Ave. in Laurel.  Remember, it isth

because of him being such a successful physician and holding that kind of status in the community that we needed to

help elevate her uncle Glen by giving him the title Reverend, so he wouldn’t feel left out and get his feelings hurt,

because we all know how sensitive he is.  So when she arrives just remember what a burden she has to bear being,

well you know, his niece.   As always, come early and if someone would, be generous and buy the editor of this

newsletter a glass of unsweetened tea, with lemon, and to complete the kindness you could go ahead and add a meal. 

Somebody will do the Godly thing and help out.  OK?  OK.

mailto:sheltonnorris@yahoo.com


UPCOMING EVENTS

MARCH 26 -28 

GRAND GULF MILITARY PARK

HISTORY ENCAMPMENT - SPONSORED BY THE SOUTHERN RIGHTS - CRYSTAL SPRINGS CAMP

FOR INFO CALL MIKE WEBB - 601-892-1812.

APRIL 10TH

CATTLE MENS ASSOCIATION

PRIOR TO THE AUCTION THAT WILL BEGIN BETWEEN 1 PM & 2PM OUR CAMP HAS BEEN

REQUESTED TO HAVE A RECRUITMENT TABLE AVAILABLE BY 9 AM AND LATER FOR THE

OPENING OF THE AUCTION PERIOD TO PRESENT THE STATE AND BATTLE FLAGS.  THIS WILL

TAKE PLACE IN THE FACILITIES JUST BEHIND THE MAGNOLIA CENTER ON HWY. 11. 

APRIL 11TH

MARION MEMORIAL SERVICE - 2PM

A MEAL WILL BE SERVED EITHER BEFORE THE SERVICE OR DIRECTLY AFTERWARDS BY THE

CAMP M EM BERS AND WIVES.

APRIL 17  TH

LANDRUM HOMESTEAD - PINEFEST

9AM - 4PM  / WE HAVE BEEN REQUESTED TO ATTEND THEIR SECOND SPRING EVENT.  JUST

LIKE LAST YEAR, WE WILL SET UP TABLES ON WHICH WE WILL DISPLAY VARIOUS

REPRODUCTION ARTIFACTS OF THE SOLDIER, RIFLES, UNIFORMS AND SURGICAL

INSTRUMENTS AND MEDICINES REPRESENTATIVE OF THE TIME PERIOD ALONG WITH A FLAG

DISPLAY.

APRIL 17  TH

BRANDON CEMETERY MEMORIAL - 10AM

FOR MORE INFO EMAIL BILL HINSON - bhlh87@aol.com

APRIL 26  TH

DOWNTOWN MERIDIAN AT COURTHOUSE - 1PM

COM BINED SCV CAMPS AND UDC CHAPTERS SERVICE

APRIL 26  TH

ELLISVILLE M EM ORIAL SERVICE - 4:15 PM  AT COURTHOUSE

APRIL 26  TH

LAUREL MEM ORIAL SERVICE - 5:15 PM  AT COURTHOUSE
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CELL PHONE VS. BIBLE

Ever wonder what would happen if we treated our Bible like we treat our cell phone?  What if we carried it around in

our purses or pockets?  What if we flipped through it several times a day?  What if we turned back to go get it if we

forgot it?  What if we used it to receive messages from the text?  What if we treated it like we couldn’t live without it? 

What if we gave it to kids as gifts?  What if we used it when we traveled?  What if we used it in case of an

emergency?  This is something to make you go....hmm....where is my Bible?  Oh, and one more thing. Unlike our cell

phone, we don’t have to worry about our Bible being disconnected because Jesus already paid the bill.

P. S. - DO WHAT YOU THINK GOD WOULD WANT YOU TO DO WITH THIS EMAIL.  Trust in the Lord and 

*ASAP ( Always Say A Prayer ) When Jesus died on the cross, he was thinking of you!  If you are one of the 7% who

will stand up for Him, forward this. 93% of people won’t forward this.

AUTHOR UNKNOWN

mailto:bhlh87@aol.com


NEW ORLEANS SAINTS

For years, commentators have been saying that the New Orleans Saints were so bad at playing football that hell would

freeze over before they would ever win the Super Bowl.  On Sunday, February 7, 2010 the Saints won the Super

Bowl.  On that same Sunday, Washington, D. C. Was paralyzed under several feet of snow and the Federal

Government was shut down.  Well, at least we know where hell is.

FROM: breeze821@comcast.net 

ONE JOB SAVED BY OBAM A

The reason I love this administration is because it is so transparent and honest.  Some have said that the stimulus

hasn’t saved any jobs, but here is a case where at least one job was saved.  According to an unnamed source, Oregon

State University Athletic Director Bob Corvallis was considering firing their basketball coach, Craig Robinson, after

an 8-11 start ( 2-5 in the PAC 10 Conference ).  When word of this reached Washington, Undersecretary of Education

Martha Kanter was dispatched to Corvallis with $17 million in stimulus money for the university.  The source now

says that Craig Robinson’s job is safe for this year.  For the record, Coach Robinson just happens to be Michelle

Obama’s brother.  Isn’t it wonderful to have such honest people handling our money ?

FROM: SHEILA PARRISH

shp51@hotmail.com 
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Excerpts from Mini Edition

By Joseph Harris

The Desecration of Granny

I am old fashioned.  I’m a fuddy duddy.  I am square and proud of it.  I have expectations about certain

things.  I expect people to be kind, decent, compassionate, and friendly.  Men should be masculine, decisive and

brave.  Women should be feminine, sweet and supportive.  I expect children to be obedient and respectful.  And

Grandmothers should be, well....Grandmotherly.

I was flying back from a speaking engagement in Nebraska a few years ago and saw this sweet old

Grandmother on board the plane.  She was with her son or grandson and he had the typical thug look.  Tattoos were

all over his head and arms, with multiple piercings on the face and who knows where else.  Grandma had silver hair, a

crocheted shawl with tassels, a blue flower print dress, white socks and tennis shoes.  Oh, and one other thing; a

colorful tattoo right above one of her ankles.  I was shocked, and I don’t shock easily.  The tattoo was inconsistent

with Grandma’s overall appearance.  It was as out of place as a piano at a Church of Christ convention.

Whatever happened to the cookie-baking-garden-making Grandmothers (to quote my wife ) ?  My

Grandmother, who was born in 1899, was from the old school.  Liquor, tobacco and cursing were never associated

with her lips.  She always dressed modestly, and never wore “mens britches” as she called them.  She was a Godly

example for her children and grandchildren.  When staying with her in the summer time, my sisters and me always

attended every service of revival meeting at Vardaman Street Baptist Church.  They had a strange habit of meeting

early for morning services.  Each morning service began around 6:00 am, so people would have time to go to church

before going to work.  Grandma always pulled me out of bed for these services.  We did not miss a one.  

The Grandmother of today is a far cry from yesterday.  Today’s Grandma is usually more concerned about

her appearance and itinerary, instead of nurturing a relationship with her grandchildren.  Now you modern

Grandmothers hold on before you get your feathers in a huff.  There are still Godly Grandmothers around today.  A

grandmother can still be stylish, yet dress appropriately and in modesty.  Many of today’s Grandmothers are more

concerned about looking young and “relating” to their grandchildren.  Grandchildren do not need a big sister, they

need a Grandmother.  Grandmothers should be Godly, dress modestly, and exemplify Christ in all they do.

In the Bible, Timothy was a great preacher who was strongly influenced by his Mother, Eunice and his

Grandmother Lois.  The unfeigned faith Paul spoke of, which dwelt in Timothy, was found “first in Lois....”, his

Grandmother.  It was then passed on to grandson Timothy through his mother, but Grandmother Lois is given the

credit.  Lois is an example of a Godly Grandmother who left a heritage that inspired for generations.   

I know I am an old - fashioned fuddy duddy, out of step with the times, but hey, I got it honestly.  It’s part of

mailto:breeze821@comcast.net
mailto:shp51@hotmail.com


the heritage left to me by my Grandmother and I wouldn’t trade it for the world.  God bless Godly Grandmothers.

Joseph Harris is the Vice President of Southeastern Baptist College in Laurel, MS.  ( This article may

be reprinted in whole, as long as the name Joseph Harris and www.miniedition.net also appear).
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PRAY FOR OUR NATION

On January 29, in a speech given by Lech Walesa, former President of Poland credited with bringing about

an end of the Soviet Union’s rule over Poland, he said some things about America I wanted to share with you.  

While in Chicago, he said that America is only one super power.  America still leads the world militarily and

economically, but is getting weak in that area.  He went on to say that America does not lead morally or politically

anymore.  He also said that in the past, whenever something was wrong in the world, the United States could be

counted on, but now that is no longer the case.  That is because the United States is no longer the hope of the world.

What happened ?  Why is America no longer the main super power, no longer the leader militarily, no longer

the economic leader, and no longer the moral leader of the world ?  I believe it because for a long time, as a nation,

we have pretty much told God we do not need Him.  

When we read in the Old Testament so many of the accounts of the Israelites going into battle, we discover

they were always defeated, regardless of how small the enemy was.  We also read stories that no matter how few men

were fighting for Israel, when they were following God’s leadership they won, regardless of the odds.

I want to encourage you to pray for our nation ---- that we will return to the principles of our founding

fathers.  That we will return to the God they worshiped.  America has been blessed by Him: now the question has to

be asked, “Are we a nation that He can still bless ? “

` author unknown

2 Chronicles 7:14

“If my people, which are called by name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from

their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land.”

LETTER TO THE EDITOR - THE ReVIEW OF JONES COUNTY

Editor’s Note: For those of you that did not read the front page article in Thursday, March 11, 2010 edition of

the ReView newspaper, concerning the dismissal of Compatriot Reed Walters of our camp, who has been a

teacher at West Jones High School for the past 10 years, mostly in history, then this letter is a response to his

firing.

According to the article in The ReView, Reed Walters, a ten year teacher at West Jones was fired for using foul

language during an argument in front of a student whose parents are close to a school board member.  If true, the

question arises as to whether or not that board member has a conflict of interest.  Is the business of the School Board

would be challenged.  The School Board is judge and jury and executioner.  Do we want Board members acting as

advocates for their friends ?

The article further went on to say that Reed is active in the Tea Party movement.  Perhaps the Tea Party folks should

not spend all their time on the mess in Washington, but take an active interest in the election of School Board

members.  If we had been paying attention to the School Board members’ election all over the country, we might not

have so much trouble in Washington.  As Mel Gibson’s character said in the movie, THE PATRIOT, should we worry

about a tyrant thousands of miles away or the tyrants closer to home.  Maybe we should ask ourselves that question.

Carl Ford

1010 Rogers St.

Laurel, 39440

601-649-1867

MEETUP FOR WE SURROUND THEM - JONES COUNTY

What: Support for Reed Walters

When: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 - 8:30 AM

Where: Jones County School District Office

5204 Hwy. 11 North

http://www.miniedition.net


Fellow Patriots:

One of our own members is experiencing an injustice by the Jones County School Board, which was reported in last

week’s The ReView.  Mr. Walters has served as a history, government, and science teacher at West Jones High

School for approximately 10 years and was recently terminated for what appears to be ridiculous reasons.  In my

honest opinion, I believe he is being railroaded.

On March 23, at 9:00 AM a hearing is being held by the Jones County School Board at their Administrative Offices

on Highway 11 across from Charlie’s Catfish Restaurant regarding Mr. Walter’s termination.  For those that are able,

School Board’s members, and quitely linger in the lobby and outside in support of Mr. Walters.  This is a quiet and

respectful protest against the actions of the Jones County School Board regarding Mr. Walters.  Mr. Walters needs to

be re-instated as a teacher at West Jones High School.

For more information about this situation, please take a look at last week’s edition of The ReView or go to

Facebook and type in “Bring Mr. Walters Back”.

Reed Walters is an excellent teacher to our children and we need more like him.  Please join us in support of

Reed.

Richard Conrad

Learn more here:

http://www.meetup.com 

DO YOU KNOW ? - THE CIVIL WAR

A QUIZ

By Guy Robinson

From SOURCEBOOKS INC.

Naperville, Illinois

In 1862, thanks to the stress of the war on the Union treasury, the country saw its first income tax ----- a simple flat

tax.  Within months, a two-bracket structure first took over, but what was the percentage when that first, supremely

simple tax went into effect ?

A.  2% on net income above $600.00

B.  3% on net income above $800.00

C.  3 ½ % on net income above $2500.00

D.  4% on net income above $500.00

E.  5% on net income above $1000.00

During the course of his career, Robert E. Lee went by several nicknames.  In fact, at one time or another he was

called all but just one of these.  Which ?

A.  “Uncle Robert” D.  “Ace of Spades”

B.  “Marse Robert” E.  “Granny”

C.  “Rapid Robert”

George Todd, brother of Mary Todd Lincoln, the president’s wife, was a surgeon in the Confederate Army.  And

that’s not all: Which of these other relatives of Mrs. Lincoln served the Confederacy ?

A.  Her half-brother, David Todd

B.  Her half-brother, Samuel Todd

C.  Her half-brother, Alexander Todd

D.  Her half-sister’s husband, Benjamin Hardin Helm

According to the book, what was Scarlett O’Hara’s real first name ?

http://www.meetup.com


A.  Which amendment to the U.S. Constitution ended slavery ?

B.  Which state was first to ratify it ?

C.  Which state’s ratification finalized it ?

D.  Which was the last state to ratify the amendment ?

E.  When it took effect, which two states still allowed slavery ?

For the former Confederate states, readmission to the Union called for some hoop jumping, and that took time. 

Which state was first to rejoin the fold and have elected senators and representatives back in the U.S. Congress, and

which was last ?

Who was called the “The Brains of the Confederacy” ?

The full title of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 1852 anti-slavery book, the best–selling novel of the 19  century, was Uncleth

Tom’s Cabin, or...

A.  An Tale of Slaves

B.  Life Among the Lowly

C.  On and Off the Mighty Mississippi

D.  How It Really Was

In 1856, on the floor of the U.S. Senate, during arguments about slavery, a South Carolina congressman clubbed a

Massachusetts senator on the head with a cane.  Can you name these politicians ?

Put these five War battles in chronological order, starting with the earliest.

A.  Battle of Stones River D.  Battle of the Wilderness

B.  Battle of Chancellorsville E.  First Battle of Bull Run (Manassas Junction)

C.  Battle of New Orleans 

Answers are at the end of the newsletter

CIVIL WAR DICTIONARY

By Webb Garrison Sr. with Cheryl Garrison

An Illustrated Guide to the Everyday Language of Soldiers and Civilians

Queen of the Confederacy – A nickname for Lucy Holcombe Pickens, who was so honored for the actions of her

husband, Francis W. Pickens.  When they married in 1858, Pickens was a South Carolina congressman, but he was

governor of the state when it seceded in December 1860.  Lucy’s appearance was less than regal, but the sobriquet

probably had an impact upon officials in Richmond since hers was the only portrait of a woman to adorn Confederate

currency.

Camp followers – Any nonmilitary personnel camping with or following an army on campaign.  This category

included newspaper correspondents, religious representatives, sutlers, artists, photographers, and prostitutes.

To hunt gold – A variant of the phrase “TO SEE THE ELEPHANT,” meaning to engage in combat for the first time.

How come you so – A home-brewed alcoholic beverage.

Pas de charge – The drumbeat by which a charge was signaled.

Old Tom Fool – A nickname for Thomas J. “Stonewall” Jackson dating from his tenure as an artillery and physics

professor at the Virginia Military Institute.

Soldiers disease – Slang for most any chronic ailment suffered by Civil War veterans but especially with reference to

addictions to morphine and opium.  Surgeons in the field resorted to whatever painkillers were at hand to treat badly

wounded soldiers, particularly amputees.  Yet there were no guidelines for pain management, so drugs were

administered until patients were comfortable.  After a few weeks of convalescence, the men were addicted and usually

remained so for the rest of their lives. 



MY PET PEEVE: FLAGS IN CHURCH

By Keith Drury

http//www.indwes.edu/Tuesday

Everybody ought to have a personal religious pet peeve.  You know, something that really bugs you, or gets under

your skin.  Do you have something that rubs you the wrong way at church ? I do.

Some people’s pet peeve is about the announcements or the way the Scripture is read or not read.  Others get worked

up when told to raise their hands or clap.  Still others specialize in screening the message to pounce on any

grammatical errors.  Others get irritated about the sound system or lighting level.  Music, of curse offers the best

opportunity for pet peeves of all kinds.  Having a pet peeve is nice.  It gives you something to think about during lulls

in the service.

My pet peeve is about flags.  That is, displaying flags in churches.  Most American churches flaunt their flags right up

front with other symbols like a communion table, Bible, and cross, so I get bugged just about every time I go to

church.  I grumble to myself, wondering why American churches insist on displaying a nationalistic symbol in their

churches ?  What does it mean ?  That we practice some sort of civil religion ?  That America is somehow a Christian

nation or is especially favored by God ?  Does it mean we believe, ‘my country right or wrong ?’  Or, are we telling

ourselves that we’re American Christians’ not ‘world Christians ?’  If a flag is a symbol, then what does it symbolize ? 

I think about these kinds of things during the 16  repeat of choruses or during the reading of the announcements.th

What are flags ?  People salute them, pledge allegiance to them, and sometimes follow them to their death.  A flag is a

powerful symbol – a symbol of loyalty and allegiance.  And like all powerful symbols there is an explicit code for

display.  For instance, on a two-flag pole the top flag represents the ‘higher’ loyalty or greater authority.  In a meeting

hall or church, the flag on the right represents the ‘higher’ allegiance.  Thus, if a church displays flags on the platform,

the flag to the right of the pulpit is the great loyalty.  If the flags are on the floor, the one to the right of the audience

represents the highest loyalty.

So what’s my peeve here ?  It is this: in 25 years of traveling and speaking, almost half of the churches I’ve been in

display the American flag in precedence over the Christian flag.  What????  I mumble under my breath, ‘What in the

world does this mean ?’  Is such a church really saying their loyalty to their country is greater than their loyalty to God

?  Yikes!  Sometimes I almost forget what I was supposed to speak about.  Of course it could be simple ignorance –

maybe they don’t know the code.  But if that is so, then why display flags at all ?

Then there are those clever churches who display the Christian flag to the right of the speaker, then put the American

flag on the floor to the right of the audience – presto, both in places of precedence.  It’s a clever compromise, but

what does this mean ?  That the preacher puts the kingdom first, and the people put the nation first ?  That’s a screwy

notion and not much better.

And even where a church puts the Christian flag in the place of primacy, I get to thinking about why they display the

nationalistic symbol at all.  I keep wonde4ing if they’d display an eagle on the communion table or if they were

Germans in 1939 they’d put swastikas on the wall beside the cross.  To me, any nationalistic symbol seems out of

place in the church of God.

OK, I know I’m excessive on this.  After all, that’s what a pet peeve is all about, making mountains out of molehills. 

And I know that medieval churches often mixed Bible images, national flags and images of local patrons in their

stained glass windows.  They also burned people up who disagreed with their doctrine.  I just don’t see what flags add

to worship ?  Does it help us focus on God better ?  Not me.  I focus on the flag.

Now this whole hang-up is generally only a low grade irritant.  The only time it gets serous is when I visit some Bill

Hybels wannabe’s church where they’ve stripped away all the Christian symbols from the 50 year-old church,

removed the cross from the front wall, shoved the communion table into a back room, and obliterated all other

Christian symbols – yet keep the American flag.  Now, what in the world *this* mean ?

I know, many of you will chide me for nursing such a minor peeve (except, of course, you Mennonites who are

smiling wide at my enlightenment).  I know I should be thinking about loftier things in church than flags.  But it is my

pet religious peeve.  I’ve kept it secret for several decades and am just now letting it out.  A pet peeve isn’t for telling

people usually, then it becomes a complaint.  Peeves should be personal things, something you can grumble to

yourself about–that’s the fun of it.  So, now that I’ve gone public with my flag pet peeve, Ill be needing a new one I

can keep private.  Maybe you can help me – what’s your pet peeve ?  



THE MS GULF COAST TEA PARTY

Is sponsoring -Questions and Answers with the Candidates

6 – 9 PM Thursday, April 15, 2010

Gulfport Sportsplex

Republican and Democratic candidates for the US House of Representatives 4  Congressional Districtqqqq3 haveth

been invited to share their views on today’ issues through questions submitted by “We the People”.

Submit your questions to msgcteaparty@yahoo.com by April 14, 2010 ( Please give your first name, town of

residence and specific question)

No Admission Charge

Bring your lawn chair

Concession stand open

The Sportsplex is located just north of I-10 at the Canal Rd. Exit #31

In case of inclement weather the TEA Party location will change to the Harrison County Fairgrounds locate 6.7 miles

north of I-10 exit #28 on County Farm Road.

For more information: www.msgulfcoastteaparty.com

CONDOLENCES

Miss Jacqueline “Jackie” Savell Walters went home to be with the Lord on Saturday, March 13, 2010 at Forrest

General Hospital.  Her ashes will buried at Hillcrest Cemetery in Petal, MS.  She was born in the Delta and was raised

in Belzoni.  She is survived by two daughters, three sons, three sisters, two brothers, ten grandchildren and seven great

grandchildren.  Miss Jackie always insisted on bringing dumplings to our meals at Mauldin Community Center.  She

was preceded in death by her husband Mr. Harold Walters, who was a fine Christian gentleman and a compatriot in

our camp.  He has already been missed and now she will be as well.

CAMP M EETING BUSINESS

In last month’s business session there were several items discussed as to what the camp could and should be

contributing some funds throughout each year.  These things listed below come from suggestions made by your camp

officers.  There will be a discussion and then we will vote on how to proceed or not proceed with all or some of these

items.  So please be thinking about this before you arrive.

1.  Donating $100.00 annually to Laurel - Jones County Genealogy Room.

2.  Donating $100.00 annually to the MS. Division flag preservation fund.

3.  Donating $100.00 annually to the Civil War Preservation Trust.  They have saved 28,000 acres of battlefields.       

They are not connected with the National Park Service and buy land directly from private donations.

4.  Donating $100.00 to a charity of our choosing, which could be rotated each year.

5.  Donating to the Jeff Davis Presidential Library.  This could be done once a quarter, twice a year, or however we      

decide to give.  We will discuss an amount at the next meeting.

One way we could add some money to the general camp fund is to continue giving $5.00 a month for six months. 

Again if 40 members will do this, then that would be an extra $1,200 each without anyone having to do nothing else

but write a check or bring some of that yankee cash.  Now, just passing the hat at the meetings ain’t enough.  Each

member must participate whether you are attending meetings or not.  The U.S. mail service, believe it or not, still

delivers checks.  Send your camp donations to Cotton Norris our camp adjutant.

mailto:msgcteaparty@yahoo.com
http://www.msgulfcoastteaparty.com


 SCV DISPLAYS AT – PETAL 5  & 6  GRADE       TH TH

On March 4 , 2010 from 8:30 AM - 3:00 PM members from the Jones County Rosin Heels, the Augusta Greys, andth

the Nathan Bedford Forrest camp of Hattiesburg, displayed various war period items and talked to 600 students.

     

        

  

        

        

        

        

        

    

                                              

       

      

           

IT WAS A PLEASANT DAY, CAMP MEMBERS

GOT FED, AND IT SEEMED EVERYBODY HAD A

GOOD TIME, EVEN THE SUPERINTENDENT

WHO GOT INTO THE ACTION BY FIRING ONE

OF THE RIFLES!!

SCV PARTICIPANTS WERE - FRANK WADE - HATTIESBURG, LARRY HIGGINBOTHAN -AUGUSTA

AND BILLY LANGLEY, COCO ROBERTS, AND GEORGE JAYNES - LAUREL.     



COMMANDER’S COMMENTS

The month of April is fast approaching.  The members of the SCV have the opportunity to show the public that our

heritage is not to be forgotten by our participation in the memorials that take place each April.  Our efforts to keep

alive the memory of our ancestors sacrifices for what was and is right today.

An early kick off is the Grand Gulf Living History and Encampment at Grand Gulf Military Park about 11 miles west

of Port Gibson on March 27& 28.  This sponsored by the Southern Rights Camp from Crystal Springs.

Next is posting of the colors at the Magnolia Center for the Cattle Mens Association.  Mr. Justin Pitts helped bring

this about as some of the cattle men expressed an interest in our organization.  Our camp will have a recruitment table

there beginning at 9:00 AM until auction time.  Justin is trying to bring forth the connection between what the cattle

men of past times were doing is really not that different from what is being done today.  This will take place on April

10 .  On April 17  at Landrum Country Pinefest  our camp will once again have displays of all kinds along with someth th

firing demonstrations.  However, this will be a scaled down version of what we do there in November.  Uniformed

soldiers to have a prescence for the guest is a good way to show that we still care for our Southern heritage.  Thanks

to Tom and Ann Landrum for their continued support for us.

Next is the Hattiesburg memorial at the court house downtown on April 23  at 5:30 PM.  The special event for us isrd

laying of the wreath at Beauvoir on April 24  for the Unknown Confederate soldier.  I consider this an honor to beth

part of this event.  The time for the speaker is 2:00 PM.  Next date is the Lauderdale memorial in Meridian on the 25 th

of April. Time to announced.

On the 26  of April in downtown Meridian at 1:00 PM will be the second year that a gun salute will be given.  Lastth

year Carl Ford, Co Co Roberts and myself did the honors.  I think it was well received and all the pigeons left town

when we fired.  On the same day in Ellisville at 4:15 PM at the courthouse and then on to laurel at 5:15 PM at the

courthouse.  At these events lets make a good showing so the public will know who we are and what we stand for.

Look forward to seeing y’all at these events.  Our camp stands out in these memorials as we usually have a good

turnout. 

Respectfully Yours

Billy Langley   

ANSWERS TO QUIZ

1.  B

2.  C

3.  All of them; David was wounded in action and the other three were killed fighting for the Confederacy

4.  Katie

5.  A. The thirteenth, B Illinois ( Feb. 1, 1865, ), C Georgia (Dec. 6, 1865 ), D Mississippi ( March 16, 1995,      

having rejected it 130 years earlier ), E Delaware and Kentucky

6.  Tennessee was first on July 24, 1866; Georgia was last on July 15, 1870

7.  Judah P. Benjamin, Secretary of War

8.  B

9.  Preston Brooks was the clubber and Charles Sumner was the clubee
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